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Description of the HTC hand terminal for W2C Applications
The HTC hand terminal is the user interface for two colour insertion applications on water jet looms with Roj
Super Elf feeders. The user operates on the hand terminal to setup working parameters, select special
functions and analyse production reports or to examine alarm messages.
Special functions have been introduced for the following duties:
- Roj Super-Elf feeders parameter setting
- Pattern editing
- W2C parameter setting
- Statistical data

The Keyboard
The Keyboard is used to enter data or select functions.

Function keys
Display

Special keys
Arrow keys

Numeric key-pad
Escape key
Enter key
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The keyboard is organised in four sections:
This symbol shows that
more functions are
available

FUNCTION KEYS: are used to select the functions described on the second line
of the display. If more functions are available on that screen a special symbol is
or
to see the other
shown on the right hand of the second line, use the
available functions.

SPECIAL KEYS: are used to directly access the following special functions.

- ROJ SUPER-ELF feeders parameter setting

- Pattern management

- W2C parameter settings

- Statistical data
ARROW KEYS; are used as navigation keys.
/
are active as page-up/page-down, where PAGES are available.
/
are also used in SELECT FIELDS to scroll through the available
options.
/
keys, while editing a MODIFY FIELD, can scroll through a character list to select characters. Each field type has a specific character list
(string, decimal numbers etc.), and only allows selecting admitted characters
for that field.
/
keys will show the next set of FUNCTIONS on the second line of
the display when available.
/
keys are also active when more than one SELECT OBJECTS are
shown on the display. They will move selection to previous or next object. A
selected object is shown on the display in reverse mode (a black box with
white characters).
/
keys, while editing a MODIFY FIELD, (numerical and string
fields), will move the cursor position within the field.
NUMERICAL KEYPAD: Number keys are used to enter numerical data in
MODIFY FIELDS.
ENTER KEY:: is used to activate the EDIT MODE of an object and confirms
the modification at the end of editing.
ESCAPE KEY: exits the edit mode without changing the previous state of
an object . ESC is also used to exit from the current menu to the previous
level.
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Terminology and information organisation :
The Display is a 122x32 dot-matrix graphic LCD, that can show, on two lines, graphic icons, symbols,
numbers and alphabetical characters.
Here we describe the meaning of the terminology used in the User manual, symbols shown on the LCD
display and the basic organisation of information.
Screen-shots are used to show what will be seen on the display in the various situations with all the active
keys that can be used. What is shown by the LCD display is called PICTURE and will be numbered with a
picture code number to help the description and for database reference.
Screen-shot

other active keys

Test

Settings
Conf
Adm }

(Pic-029)
picture
picture code number
function keys

The first picture that is shown at power-up is called SPLASH PICTURE.
This picture can show a logo or a wait message. This first picture will
disappear after a few seconds, when initialising has finished, and will
appear again only at next power-on.

(Splash picture)
ROJ HTC
0.03.10

All information is organised in MENUS.
A menu is a collection of parameters and information on a specific
argument, that is displayed on one or more PAGES.
The first menu is called MAIN MENU. The main menu shows the Product
name and the loom speed.

(Main menu)
W2C
Loom speed

650

), or by SPECIAL KEYS (
A menu can be selected by FUNCTION KEYS (
Special keys will directly access to the FUNCTION MENU of the relative special function.

).

GRAPHIC SYMBOLS can be shown on the display. They can be IDEOGRAMS or FUNCTIONAL
SYMBOLS. On the following we give a summery of Functional Symbols:

Length

Settings
Setup

}

MORE function symbol
use
keys to see
more function options
The black box shows an
ACTIVE EDIT OBJECT
key to edit
press
Rotation
Sensibility

Z
Low

340

!

Language

08E

’

SCROLL function symbol use
keys to scroll through
all the available counters
The light blue box shows another EDIT
OBJECT on the same page, press
keys to activate next/prev. edit object.
(This is only a convention used in this
manual, it is not shown on the display).
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ENG

Ideograms

SELECT FIELD symbol
use
keys to select
options (in edit mode)
Rotation
Sensibility

ô Z
Low

The MAIN MENU:
The MAIN MENU is the first menu. It appears on the display after the SPLASH PICTURE, and will be the
normal screen shown while the loom is working. From any other screen, pressing the
key more times,
will always return to the MAIN MENU. From the MAIN MENU the
key will toggle with the alarm messages (if any). If the right most character of first line is an arrow ( , , or ) we will know that there are
keys to scroll through the alarm messages.
more alarm messages. Use the

(Splash picture)
ROJ HTC
0.03.10

(Alarm messages)

(Loom stopped)

W2C
Enc degrees

0•

(Loom running)

W2C
Loom speed

650

Emerg Act
3008
Emergency switch

(Pic-001)

Language

Emerg Stp
3009
Emergency switch

ENG

(Pic-002)
Select language:
F1 - English
F2 - Chinese

Error
1
Loom brake off

The MAIN MENU shows the product name and information on the Loom speed.
key, shows the Language setting;
Pressing the
press the
press the
Pressing the
press the
press the
press the

key to select the English language.
key to select the Chinese language.
key a second time, shows the LCD Contrast regulation;
key to reduce the contrast level (lighter)
key to set default contrast level
key to increase the contrast level (darker)
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EDITING OBJECTS
EDIT OBJECTS are data input fields displayed by the HTC terminal. You can distinguish an EDIT OBJECT
only when it is selected (it is shown as a black box with white characters). When there are more than one
EDIT OBJECTS on the same page, the first object will be in selected mode (in the black box), use the
keys to move selection to the next / previous EDIT OBJECT. An EDIT OBJECT can be modified only if it
is selected. To change the value of an edit object you must enter the EDIT MODE either typing a NUMBER
key..
key or the
There are mainly two kinds of edit objects:

EDIT FIELDS
Edit fields are mainly PARAMETERS that may
be modified or DATA FIELDS for data entry .
Fields may be; NUMERICAL fields (decimal or
hexadecimal format) or STRING fields (all ASCI
standard character set).
NUMBERS can be directly typed in using the
numerical keyboard and confirming with the
ENTER key;
this will automatically enter the
EDIT MODE. When a numerical key is typed
the previous value is replaced by the number
and the cursor blinks in the next position. If you
key, the pervious value is repress the
stored. The action of the
key is to store the
new value and move the selection to the next
object on the screen. After storing a new value,
the previous value will be lost and can not be
key. If there is only one edit
restored by the
object in the page, the selection remains on the
same object.
Another EDIT MODE is possible; type the
key to enter the EDIT MODE. The pervious
value is still shown with the blinking cursor
under the left-most character, use the
keys to select the character to change, then use
the
key to select the new character
from the character list or the numerical keyboard. The character list is will only show the
admitted characters for that type of field (numerical or string). If you press the
key, the
pervious value is restored. At the end of editing
key must be typed to store the new data
the
and exit EDIT MODE.

SELECT FIELDS
A SELECT field is a list of choices from which
you can choose a setting for the desired
parameter (ON/OFF, HIGH/LOW/OFF etc.). As
for EDIT fields, SELECT fields can be modified
only when they are in EDIT MODE. After typing
the
key to enter the edit mode, a scroll
keys
symbol is shown ( ) and the

Editing an EDIT field (first method):
Max speed
Brake step

7200
1

Max speed
Brake step

2_

Max speed
Brake step

200_
1

Max speed
Brake step

200
1

1

this is an EDIT field
writes 2 in the first position and
moves cursor to next position.
writes 0 0 in the and moves cursor
to next position.

closes edit mode and confirms
input. The next edit object is in
selected mode

Editing an EDIT field (second method):
Pattern
Ok

this is an EDIT field
enters edit mode showing the
cursor under the first character.

Pattern
Ok

scroll through the character list to
find the desired character.
Pattern
Ok

T

Pattern
Ok

T

Pattern
Ok

Pattern
Ok

moves cursor to the next character
position.

TR2A

TR2A

input all the other characters in
their position.

closes edit mode and confirms
input. The next edit object is in
selected mode.

Editing a SELECT field:
Feeler in
Off
Feeler window 80%
Feeler in
ôOff
Feeler window 80%
Feeler in
ôOn
Feeler window 80%
Feeler in
On
Feeler window 80%
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this is a SELECT field
opens edit mode showing the
scroll symbol.
shows the next available
option
closes edit mode and confirms
selection. The next edit object
is in selected mode.

FEEDER setup menu
Press the FEEDER SETUP special key (
) to access the FEEDER SETUP MENU:
The W2C system can work with two Roj Super ELF electronic feeders, each with their own setup
parameters:

(back to Pic-001)
Feeder Setup
Feed1
Feed2

(Pic-004)

Press
or
function keys to enter the desired feeder setup menu, then use the
through the settings.
On the following a description of all the parameters;

keys to scroll

LENGTH: (Pic-005)
Is the weft length [in cm] to be released by the feeder at each pick. The new value is automatically converted into an alphanumerical combination. If more than one combinations are found, the menu will show
the first combination and two arrows on
and
function keys to select other combinations.
The letter, (between A and E), indicates how to adjust the Spool Body diameter.
The number, (between 2 and 12), indicates how many coils are released at each pick.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

68 - 501
[cm]
combination 04E (see appendix B:)

Notes:
Some weft lengths can be woven by using different combinations between Spool Body diameters and coils to be
released. It is strongly recommended to make the Feeder
operating with the Spool Body set to the wider diameter and
releasing the minimum number of coils (see Appendix B)
ROTATION: (Pic-006)
Sets the winding direction of the Feeder according to the
yarn twist. When changing the winding direction, the coils
pitch has to be changed too. (see feeder instruction manual).
Possible setting:
Default setting:

Default setting:

(to Pic-012)

Length

340

!

08E

’
(Pic-005)

Z/S
Z

SENSIBILITY: (Pic-006)
Sets the sensitivity of the photocell which is controlling the
outgoing coils. Set HIGH when the yarn count is lower than
50 dtex, or in case of shining and reflective yarns.
Possible setting:

(from Pic-004
or
)

LOW
HIGH
LOW

low sensitivity
high sensitivity

Rotation
Sensibility

(Pic-006)

(to Pic-007)
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Z
Low

WEFT STORAGE: (Pic-007)
Sets the number of coils on the Spool Body of the Feeder.
Possible setting:

12 - 68

coils

Recommended setting: according to the yarn count, set the coils pitch as low as possible. Set the highest
number of coils so as to avoid them overlapping each other on the Stopper side. The reserve has to be over
3/4 of the Spool Body抯 length.
In case of different reserve positions between Feeders, set with the same number of coils, make them
equal by adjusting the coils pitch.
(to Pic-006)
YARN BREAK: (Pic-007)
Yarn breakage control on the coil drum. This sets the reaction time of the Weft break signal. Increase the value in case
Weft storage
32
of false stops of the Loom.
Yarn break

Possible setting:

Default setting:

OFF
2
3
4
5
3

Possible setting:

Default setting:

OFF
2
3
4
5
3

(Pic-007)

dose not check for Yarn break
stops after 2 missing coils
stops after 3 missing coils
stops after 4 missing coils
stops after 5 missing coils

FEELER IN: (Pic-008)
Yarn breakage control by means of an external sensor (e.g.
ROJ抯 PIEZO sensor TFE6 ). It sets the reaction time of the
external Weft break signal. Increase the value in case of
false stops of the Loom.
dose not check for Yarn break
stops after 2 missing coils
stops after 3 missing coils
stops after 4 missing coils
stops after 5 missing coils

Off

Feeler in
Feeler window

Off
80%

(Pic-008)

Acceleration
Double coil

High
On

(Pic-009)

(to Pic-010)
FEELER WINDOW: (Pic-008)
To avoid faulty length measurement due to fluffs or dust released by the yarn. Increase the value to 70% or
80% in case of fluffy yarns (e.g. Cotton), or wrong length released by the Feeder (one coil less). Reduce
the value to 50% or 40% only with non fluffy yarns (e.g. synthetic) and irregular flying times.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

40% - 80% (step 10%)
60%

ACCELERATION: (Pic-009)
This is to set the acceleration ramp of the Feeder抯 Winder according to the pattern to be woven. Set HIGH
when weaving stripes, or one colour installation. With this setting the working temperature of the Feeder
could increase.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

Low (standard)
High (max.)
Low

DOUBLE COIL: (Pic-009)
This is to avoid wrong weft length measurement due to eventual overlapping of the coils on the Spool Body.
Set OFF only in case of short picks (one coil less) and very irregular insertion times (fancy yarns).
Possible setting:
Default setting:

ON (protection activated)
OFF (protection not activated)
ON (protection activated)
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MAX SPEED: (Pic-010)
This is the maximum allowed speed for the feeder, in turns/minute. It can be used to avoid the feeder motor
stops in case of weft stripes pattern. In order to correctly set this parameter, when the loom is in RUNNING
mode, start from the max value (7200) and reduce it till the feeder motor speed becomes more even. Low
values can cause the feeder storage to run empty.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

500 - 7200
7200

BRAKE STEP 1: (Pic-010)
It sets the pulsars rod torque during its braking function.
Set a value according to the yarn characteristics.
Possible setting:

OFF
1 - 9

Default setting:

OFF

( braking disabled )
( 1 = min. 9 = max. strength )

BRAKE TIME: (Pic-011)
Pulsar activation setting. With brake time set to 00, the pulsar
is automatically activated in order to have the rod on the
braking position only during the last coil insertion.
By increasing this value, you can anticipate the braking
function. Therefore, the weft insertion will be slowed down for
a longer time.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

0 - 30
0

(to Pic-009)

Max speed
7200
Brake step 1 Off

(Pic-010)

[ msec ]
[ msec ]
Brake time
Pull back

Notes:
See the recommended settings on the feeder manual.

PULL BACK: (Pic-011)
Pulsar activation control to recover the weft into the nozzle
after yarn cutting (.Pull-back function).
Possible setting:
Default setting:

*

Pulsar type

0

(Pic-012)

PULSAR TYPE: (Pic-012)
This is to set type of pulsar connected to the Super Elf.

Default setting:

(Pic-011)

ON - OFF
OFF

Notes:
See the recommended settings on the feeder manual.

Possible setting:

4
Off

0 - (Standard Pulsar)
1 - (don抰 use)
2 - (Strong Pulsar)
0 - (Standard Pulsar)

* Notes:
This parameter may not be available on old feeders. If not
available, the HTC will not show this parameter.
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(to Pic-005)

W2C - Settings menu
Press the Settings special key (
)to access the SETTINGS MENU:
This menu contains all the parameters to set the loom behaviour and configuration as well as testing and
download functions:
(back to Pic-001)
(more functions)

Settings
Setup

(more functions)

}

(Pic-013)

Press the
use the

function key to see the W2C SETUP menu, then
keys to scroll through the tests.
(from Pic-013
)

Settings menu: SETUP
LOOM SPEED: (Pic-015)
To set the estimated speed of the loom. Loom speed is normally
calculated at each revolution of the loom motor and the first value
is known only at the second revolution. For this reason the W2C
system needs to know the approximate speed for the first revolution.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

(to Pic-055)

Loom speed:

600

(Pic-015)

500 - 1400 RPM
600 RPM

FEEDER 1 / 2: (Pic-016 / Pic-017)
Defines the mechanical angle at which the electronic SELF
feeder will receive a trigger signal to release the weft by opening
the PIN solenoid. Only the ON setting is given because the close
signal will be calculated by the feeder itself.

Feeder 1
On
95°

(Pic-016)

Feeder 2
On
95°

Possible settings: 0? - 359•
Default setting:
95•

(Pic-017)

GRIPPER FIRST PICK: (Pic-018)
The Gripper opening angle can be set to a different value for the
first pick at loom start (same value for both Grippers).

Gripper 1st pick
On 100°

(Pic-018)

Possible settings: 0? - 359•
Default setting:
100•
GRIPPER 1 / 2 : (Pic-019 / Pic-020)
Defines the mechanical angle at which the GRIPPER will be
powered from the W2C.
Because of electromechanical delays the electrical activation
angle will be given in advance to guarantee GRIPPING at the
desired mechanical angle. The electrical activation angles is
calculated automatically by the W2C on the base of Delay
settings and loom speed.
Possible settings: ON
OFF
Default setting:
ON
OFF

Gripper 1
On 100? Off 230•

(Pic-019)

Gripper 2
On 100? Off 230•

(Pic-020)

( 0? - 359? )
( 0? - 359? )
100•
230•

(to Pic-021)
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OUT 1 / 2 / 3: (Pic-021 / Pic-022 / Pic-023)
OUT 1 / 2 and 3 signal activation angles for general purpose
opto-coupled outputs (NPN or PNP selectable in config.
menu).

(to Pic-020)

On

Possible settings: ON
OFF
Default setting:
ON
OFF

Out 1
200? Off 250•

( 0? - 359? )
( 0? - 359? )
200•
250•

(Pic-021)

STR: (Pic-024)
STROBO signal activation angles.

On

Out 2
200? Off 250•

(Pic-022)
Possible settings: ON ( 0? - 359? )
OFF ( 0? - 359? )
Default setting:
ON
0•
OFF 200•
On

FEED 1 / 2 DELAY ON: (Pic-025 / 026)
The feeder PIN signal is set in mechanical degrees, the
delay parameter allows timing correction at current loom
speed. Only the ON delay can be set. The OFF delay will
automatically be calculated by the feeder. Independent
settings for both feeders.

Out 3
200? Off 250•

(Pic-023)

On

Str
0? Off 200•

(Pic-024)
Possible settings: ( 0 - 200 )
Default setting:
60

[msec/10]
[msec/10]

NOTES:
The delay timing parameters are in milliseconds/10
(20 = 2 milliseconds)
Values are to be set in steps of 5 (0.5 milliseconds). If
different values are entered they will
automatically be rounded to the nearest step.

Feed 1 delay
On 60

(Pic-025)

Feed 2 delay
On 60

EXTERNAL WATER SELECTION: (Pic-027)
Defines the angle at which the Rotary or the Solenoid valve
will be powered from the W2C, when the weft pattern is
coming from the electronic Dobby. If the W2C internal weft
patterns are used this angle is fixed at 280?
Possible selections:
Default selection:

(Pic-026)

Ext water sel
On 280°

(Pic-027)

0? - 359•
280•

EMPTY PICK: (Pic-055)
Enables empty-pick insertion at stop time. If set to ON, it will
not insert the last pick during stop transition. This will prevent
from removeing the weft at next start. If set to OFF all picks
will be inserted.
Possible settings: ON (insert empty-pick at stop)
OFF (don抰 insert empty-pick at stop)
Default setting:
ON
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Empty pick

On

(Pic-055)

(to Pic-015)

Press the Settings special key (

) to access the SETTINGS MENU:

(back to Pic-001)

(back to Pic-001)
(more functions)

Settings
Setup

(more functions)

Settings

Test Conf

}

Adm }
(Pic-014)

(Pic-013)

(from Pic-014
)

key to see more functions, then
to see the
Press the
TEST menu. There are separate tests for FEEDER 1 (
),
) and W2C (
). Select the desired test
FEEDER 2 (
function then use the
keys to see the single tests.

Test
Feed1 Feed2

Settings menu: FEEDER 1/2 TEST

Test pin
On

(Pic-028)

TEST PIN 1 / 2: (Pic-029)
Test function for feeder PIN signal. By pressing the ON
function key (
), the W2C will apply a 5 hz signal to the
PIN output. The OFF function key (
), will stop the test.
TEST MOTOR 1 / 2: (Pic-030)
Test function for feeder MOTOR speed testing. The speed
frequency can be modified changing the value of the edit
), the W2C will
object. By pressing the ON function key (
apply the speed frequency to the motor. The OFF function
key (
), will stop the test.
SENS DIRTY LEVEL: (Pic-031)
This test function shows the sensitivity level for dirty compensation on Coil optical sensor and Feel optical sensor.

W2C

1
Off

(Pic-029)

Test motor 5 Hz
On
Off

(Pic-030)

Sens dirty lev
Coils 0 Feel 1

(Pic-031)

Settings menu: W2C TEST
GRIPPER 1 / 2: (Pic-032 / Pic-033)
Test function for GRIPPER output signal. By pressing the ON
function key (
), the W2C will apply a 5 hz signal to the
GRIPPER output. The OFF function key (
), will stop the
test.

Gripper 1
On

Note : If you exit the menu any active tests will be automatically stopped.

Gripper 2
On

WATER SELECTOR: (Pic-034)
Test function for WATER SELECTOR output signal. By
pressing the ON function key (
), the W2C will apply a 5
), will stop
hz signal to the output. The OFF function key (
the test.

Off

(Pic-032)

Off

(Pic-033)

Water selector
On
Off

(Pic-034)
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Press the Settings special key (

) to access the SETTINGS MENU:

(back to Pic-001)

(back to Pic-001)
(more functions)

Settings
Setup

Settings
Test Conf
Adm }

}

(Pic-014)

(Pic-013)

(more functions)

(* )

Press the
key to see more functions, then
keys to see the parameters.

to access the CONFIGURATION menu. Use the

Settings menu: ADMINISTRATION
(*) note: the Admin. menu is reserved for service and is not shown on the display when config. is locked.

Settings menu: CONFIGURATION
GRIPPER: (Pic-036)
This parameter selects the type of Gripper installed on the loom. If CHECK DEV parameter (pic.056) is set
to ON current flow will be tested to check compatibility between the device and settings.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

ROJ Standard Roj gripper
F&N F&N type
F&N

WATER SELECTOR: (Pic-036)
This parameter selects the type of Water selector valves
(Rotary or Solenoid valves) installed on the loom. If CHECK
DEV parameter (pic.056) is set to ON current flow will be
tested to check compatibility between the device and settings.
Possible setting:

Default setting:

Sol-ROJ
Sol-HON
Rot-AWA
Rot-F&N
Rot-F&N

Solenoid Standard Roj type
Solenoid Honywell
Rotary valve AWA type
Rotary valve F&N type

Config Unlocked

(Pic-035)
(to Pic-056)

PUMPS: (Pic-037)
This parameter set the number of pumps.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

(from Pic-014
)

Gripper
F&N
Water Sel Rot-F&N

(1 - 2)
1

(Pic-036)

DOBBY: (Pic-037)
This parameter selects the Dobby type installed on the Loom
and tells the W2C system to know how to handle external
patterns.

Pumps
Dobby

2
Eln

(Pic-037)
Possible setting:
Default setting:

ELN
MECH
ELN

Electronic Dobby
Mechanical Dobby

(to Pic-038)
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OUT 1 / 2 / 3: (Pic-038 / Pic-039)
This parameter selects the OUTPUT configuration (NPN or
PNP) for the general purpose opto-coupled outputs.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

PNP PNP output configuration
NPN NPN output configuration
PNP

(to Pic-037)

Out 1
Out 2

Pnp
Pnp

(Pic-038)
ENCODER DIR: (Pic-039)
This parameter is for changing the encoder direction phase.
The encoder can be fit to the main motor shaft in many ways,
so rotation direction may be different on different kinds of
looms.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

Out 3
Encoder dir

(Pic-039)

(1 - 0)
0

CHECK DEV: (Pic-056)
This parameter enables device-type checking for Grippers
and Water selectors (see pic036). When set to On, grippers
and water selectors will be tested to check if current flow is
compatible to type-settings (pic036). An emergency stop will
be executed if wrong type-settings are detected.

Check dev

Default setting:

ON (check device type)
OFF (don抰 check device type)
ON
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On

(Pic-056)

(to Pic-036)
Possible setting:

Pnp
0

DATA menu
Press the DATA special key (
) to access the DATA MENU. This menu shows main LOOM information,
INSERTION information from feeders and SOFTWARE VERSION information from W2C and Feeders:

(back to Pic-001)

W2c

Data
Ins SwVer

(Pic-040)

Press the
press the
Use the

function key to enter the W2C DATA menu,
function key to enter the INSERTION DATA menu
keys to scroll the information.

(from Pic-040
)

Status:
Stopped
Enc degrees
0•
Status:
Running
Loom speed
650

Data menu: W2C

(Pic-042)
STATUS: (Pic-042)
Loom status: may be:
Ready
Running
Stopped

- Loom ready to start
- Loom moving
- Loom stopped

Pattern:
Pick numb.

234
1

(Pic-043)

LOOM SPEED - ENCODER DEGREE (Pic-042)
When the Loom is running it shows the current speed. When the
Loom is stopped it shows the current encoder position.

Last insertion

PATTERN: (Pic-043)
Weaving pattern name assigned to the Loom.

1

(Pic-057)

PICK NUMBER: (Pic-043)
Current pick number in execution. It refers to the current insertion
pick number of the assigned pattern program.

(from Pic-040
)

LAST INSERTION: (Pic-057)
Last inserted colour.
Weft 1
Weft 2

Data menu: INSERTION

0•
0•

(Pic-044)

WEFT 1 / 2: (Pic-044)
The total insertion (corresponding to the end of the last coil) is
shown in degrees for each feeder.
C1/2 1-6 / 7-12: (Pic-045)
Average unwinding end point [1/10 msec] for each coil released in
the last insertions. Twelve coils are considered on two pages, the
first six coils on Pic-045 and the last six on Pic-046.
Press the
key to change the colour number..

C1
1-6

90? 40? 40•
40? 40? 40•

(Pic-045)

C1
7-12

90? 40? 40•
40? 40? 40•

(Pic-046)
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Press the Settings special key (

) to access the DATA MENU:

(back to Pic-001)

W2c

Data
Ins SwVer

(Pic-040)

Press the
function keys to enter the SOFTWARE
VERSION information,
Use the

(from Pic-040
)

keys to scroll the information.

Data menu: FEEDER SOFTWARE

Feeder 1
Feeder 2

2.50
2.50

(Pic-047)

FEEDER 1 / 2 SW: (Pic-047)
FEEDER software version.
W2C

Data menu: W2C SOFTWARE

0.00.07

(Pic-048)

W2C SW: (Pic-048)
W2C system software version.
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PATTERN menu
Press the PATTERN special key (
)to access the PATTERN MENU:
The W2C system can work with two Roj Super ELF electronic feeders, therefore two colour custom patterns can be defined, as well as external patterns from an electronic or mechanical Dobby:
(back to Pic-001)

(back to Pic-001)

(more functions)

(more functions)
Pattern
New
Edit

Pattern
Del
Go

234
Run}

234
Dobby}

(Pic-049)

Press
Press
Press

(Pic-050)

key to edit a NEW weft pattern
key to EDIT an existing pattern
key to assign a pattern to the loom (RUN)

More functions are available pressing the

key, then;

key to DELETE a weft pattern
Press
Press
key to start pattern execution (GO) at a specific pick
key to synchronize the electronic DOBBY
Press
See Appendix G: for the complete PROGRAM SETTINGS menu flow chart.

Editing a weft pattern:
A weft pattern is a sequence of instructions that describes the order with which the weft colours are inserted in the shed. Some fixed patterns are already saved, these patterns can not be delated or modified.
Eight custom weft patterns can be stored on the W2C system. Each custom pattern must have a reference
name (8 digit). To edit a NEW weft pattern select the new function,
key, and enter a name in the black
box, press the
key to confirm, then press the OK key (
) to enter the PATTERN EDIT mode. The text
you input in the black box is the reference name of the pattern.
To edit an existing pattern you must first select it from the PATTERN MENU. To scroll through the pattern
directory use the
and
keys for next and previous pattern name. When you have selected the
key to enter the PATTERN EDIT mode. If you try to edit a fixed pattern an 揈 dit denied:
pattern press
Read-only pattern? error message will be shown.
(previous pattern)

(back to Pic-001)
Pattern
New
Edit

234
Run}

(pattern
reference name)
(Pic-049)

(next
pattern)

(edit new
pattern)

(edit existing
pattern)
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To edit a new pattern or modify an existing one:
input new
pattern name

key from the PATTERN menu (Pic-051), and
Press
enter a name in the black box. The text you input in the black
box is the reference name of the new pattern.
An empty pattern will always show an END instruction on line
1. The weft pattern edit window shows one instruction line at
a time (on the first line of the display). The second line will
show the available pattern instructions.
The function keys (
) provide the OUT , DO and
NEXT instructions. Press the desired function key to insert a
new instruction line before the current line. This will increment the instruction line number for all instructions from the
current position to the END of the pattern. Inserting a new
instruction line automatically enters the EDIT MODE. The
cursor blinks under the first instruction parameter. Use the
keys
numeric keypad change the value, or use the
to select the value. Confirm with the
key..

Pattern
Ok

(Pic-051)

(pattern instruction)
(Instruction line number)
001
Out

END
Do Next}

(Pic-052)

(available pattern instructions)

Move to the next/pervious instruction line using the
keys.
Editing an existing pattern follows the same rules as for new
patterns, except for pattern name that can not be modified.
In the following sequence we will write a custom pattern with
two OUT instruction between the DO/NEXT instructions to be
repeated four times. The resulting pattern will insert the
following colour sequence : ( 2-2-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2 )

(weft colour)
(instruction)

( repeat times)

001 Out 2 x 3
Out Do Next}

(repeat times)

003 Do 4
Out Do Next}

(instruction)
7
Next}

(instruction)
004 END7
Out Do

Next}

001 OUT 1 x 1
Out Do Next}
001 OUT 2 x
1
Out Do Next}

Next}

Insert OUT instruction on line 001
Change output colour and confirm

001 OUT 2 x 3
Out Do Next}

Change repeat number and
confirm

002 END
Out Do

Move to next line

002 END
Out Do

Next}

Next}

002 DO 2
Out Do Next}

(instruction)

004 NEXT
Out Do

001 END
Out Do

Our custom Pattern:
001 OUT 2 x 3
002 DO 4
003 OUT 1 x 1
004 OUT 2 x 1
005 NEXT
006 END

002 DO 4
Out Do Next}

003 OUT 1 x 1
Out Do Next}

Insert DO instruction on line 002
Change repeat number, confirm
and
move to next line.
Insert OUT 1 instruction, confirm
and move to next line.

004 OUT 2 x 1
Out Do Next}

Insert OUT 2 instruction, confirm
and move to next line.

005 NEXT
Out Do

Next}

006 END
Out Do

Insert NEXT instruction confirm
and move to next line.

Next}
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Saving a new or modified pattern:
After editing a new pattern, or modifying an existing one, we must save the work we have done.
With the
keys we can see more functions on the second line of the display. The available functions
are SAVE and DELETE, these functions can be used at any time.
006 END
Out Do

Next}

006 END
Del

Save}

Look for more functions
Use the SAVE function

key will save all instructions written until this point, if any errors occur, a message will be shown but
The
the pattern will be saved in any case.

Deleting an instruction line:
Use the
keys to select the instruction line, press the
key to look for more functions and the
key to delete the current line. The instruction line has been deleted, and all following instruction line numbers have been decremented of one position.

Select the instruction to delete
004 OUT 2 x 1
Out Do Next}
004 OUT 2 x 1
Del
Save}
004 NEXT
Out Do

Next}

005 END
Out Do

Next}

Look for the DEL function
Delete the current instruction

(back to Pic-001)
(Pic-050)

Deleting a weft pattern:
Scroll through the pattern directory
keys to select the
with the
pattern to delete. Press the
key
to show more functions then press
the DELETE function,
key..
Further confirmation will be asked to
avoid unwanted actions. Press YES (
) to confirm or NO
to abort
the DELETE operation.
Note: the scrolling of the directory
dose not support rounding from first
to last pattern or vice-versa, so
on pattern 1 and
on pattern 8
are not active.

Pattern
Del
Go

Scrolling
the Pattern directory
(
).

234
Dobby}

(Pic-050)
Pattern
Del
Go

321
Dobby}

Delete pattern?
Yes No

Del Function
(
key).

(Pic-055)
Confirm pattern deleting
or exit without deleting

Pattern
444
Pattern
288
Pattern
[1]
Pattern
[2]
Ç
È
Ok
Pattern
[1/2]
Pattern
[EXT]
Del
Go Dobby}

(Pic-050)
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Running a weft pattern:
A weft pattern must be assigned before pressing the start button of the LOOM. First select the pattern to
keys. From the WEFT PATTERN menu
execute scrolling through the pattern directory with the
) that will show the ? ASSIGNMENT IN PROGRESS? message box. This message
press the RUN key (
disappears after that the W2C has checked the presence of the feeders used in the pattern .
Some fixed patterns are available: [1] fixed colour 1, [2] fixed colour 2, [1/2] mixing colours 1 & 2 and
[EXT] for external pattern from Dobby .
(back to Pic-001)
(Pic-049)
Pattern
234
New Edit Run}

Scrolling
the Pattern directory
(
).

(Pic-049)
Pattern
New Edit

321
Run}

Assignment
in progress

Run Function
(
key).

Pattern ? 21•
assigned

(Pic-049)
Pattern
444
Pattern
288
Pattern
[1]
Pattern
[2]
Ç
È
Ok
Pattern
[1/2]
Pattern
[EXT]
New Edit Run}

Synchronising a weft and Dobby patterns :

(Pic-050)
Pattern
Del Go

234
Dobby}

On the second screen (
) of the WEFT PATTERN menu
key ( GO function ) to start pattern execution from
press
a pick different from the first one.
Possible setting:
Default setting:

1 - (number of picks in the pattern)
1

Dobby phase information :
The Dobby function on the second screen of the WEFT
) specifies the total number of
PATTERN menu (key
picks in the Dobby pattern. If set to a value different from
zero, it will enable the phase check between Dobby and weft
pattern
Possible setting:
Default setting:

(back to Pic-050)
Dobby phase
Function
(
key).

10

(Pic-055)
(back to Pic-050)

Go Function
(
key).

( 1 - 255 )
0

Dobby Phase

Go to pick

1

(Pic-054)
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INFORMATION & ERROR MESSAGES:
Information messages are shown to guide the user while operating on the
HTC terminal. These messages may report incorrect operation, warn for out
of range in parameter settings or ask for confirmation. These messages are
called MESSAGE BOXES and can be shown on any menu.

Message box
Pattern
assigned

ERROR messages can only be shown when the display is on the MAIN MENU ( Pic-001 ), this is the
normal working conditions for the HTC terminal. When an unexpected event arises the display will give a
warning message. These messages have been grouped in different classes depending on the nature of the
event :
- FEEDER ERRORS:
these error messages are given by the feeders. The W2C system classifies the error with a unique
code and adds information on the feeder number and the description on the second line.
- EMERGENCY ERRORS:
EMERGENCY ERRORS are severe errors and require the loom to be switched OFF/ON to remove
the error.
- GENERAL ERRORS:
all other errors are classified as general errors.
key. For some message this is just
All messages will disappear from the display screen by pressing the
as removing the ERROR. Not all diagnostic messages can be removed by the user. Pressing the
key in
this case will clear the messages from the display, but it will pop-up again after 5 seconds ( see Appendix A
for a specific description of each ERROR CODE ).

first line:
ERROR CODE

ESC key to remove
ERROR message
Error
2000È
Dobby phase

scroll symbol

second line:
description
scroll keys to see messages in the ERROR list

All diagnostic messages have an unique ERROR CODE on the first display line, for reporting to service or
for reference on this manual. The second line usually has a short description of the event (see Appendix A)
More diagnostic messages can be active at the same time, this will be shown on the right-most character
on the first line of the display by a special character, and messages may be scrolled by using the
keys.

only one ERROR msg.

first ERROR of a list

Self 1 err 1501
Ftc clean

Self 1 err
1502È
Voltage drop

middle of ERROR list

Self 1 err 1503È
Motor lock
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last ERROR of a list

Self 1 err 1507Ç
Coils calib

APPENDIX - A: ERROR MESSAGES
FEEDER ERRORS
The alarm message system can manage error signalling from the Super ELF feeders, with unique code
number generation for each feeder. The first line of the ERROR MESSAGE will show the feeder that in
error and the ERROR CODE. The second line will give a short description of that error code.

Error message:

Error code:

Description:

Self 1 err 1500
Bad data

1500 - The Super ELF parameter have been reset.

Self 1 err 1501
Ftc clean

1501 - The Super ELF needs a Photocell Cleaning.

Self 1 err 1502
Volt drop

1502 - It indicates a short dropout in the supply voltage.

Self 1 err 1503
Motor lock

1503 - Check if the winding disc of the feeder is free to rotate.

Self 1 err 1504
High volt

1504 - Super ELF motor voltage too high: check if the transformer is supplied with the correct power voltage.

Self 1 err 1505
Low volt

1505 - Super ELF motor voltage too low: check the fuses; check if the
transformer is supplied with the correct power voltage.

Self 1 err 1506
Wfp calib

1506 - The yarn breakage control photocell is not calibrated: replace it.

Self 1 err 1507
Coils calib

1507 - The weft length photocell is not calibrated: replace it.

Self 1 err 1508
Watch dog

1508 - Electrical interference on Super ELF feeder: reset it (Off/On).

Self 1 err 1509
System Error

1509 - Super ELF CPU board in trouble.

Self 1 err 1510
Pia timeout

1510 - Fault on signals from W2C to SELF. Check the extension cable, the
connectors and the boards.

Self 1 err 1511
Pin timeout

1511 - Stopper problem. Check the SELF electromagnet.

Note: See Super ELF Instruction Manual for further details.
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Error message:

Error code:

Description:

Self 2 err 1600
Bad data

1600 - The Super ELF parameter have been reset.

Self 2 err 1601
Ftc clean

1601 - The Super ELF needs a Photocell Cleaning.

Self 2 err 1602
Volt drop

1602 - It indicates a short dropout in the supply voltage.

Self 2 err 1603
Motor lock

1603 - Check if the winding disc of the feeder is free to rotate.

Self 2 err 1604
High volt

1604 - Super ELF motor voltage too high: check if the transformer is supplied with the correct power voltage.

Self 2 err 1605
Low volt

1605 - Super ELF motor voltage too low: check the fuses; check if the
transformer is supplied with the correct power voltage.

Self 2 err 1606
Wfp calib

1606 - The yarn breakage control photocell is not calibrated: replace it.

Self 2 err 1607
Coils calib

1607 - The weft length photocell is not calibrated: replace it.

Self 2 err 1608
Watch dog

1608 - Electrical interference on Super ELF feeder: reset it (Off/On).

Self 2 err 1609
System Error

1609 - Super ELF CPU board in trouble.

Self 2 err 1610
Pia timeout

1610 - Fault on signals from W2C to SELF. Check the extension cable, the
connectors and the boards.

Self 2 err 1611
Pin timeout

1611 - Stopper problem. Check the SELF electromagnet.

Note: See Super ELF Instruction Manual for further details.
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EMERGENCY ERRORS:

Error message:
Error
1
Pattern checksum

Error code:

Description:

1 - Checksum error on pattern directory.
All patterns have been deleted.

Emergency
2000
Dobby phase

2000 - The Dobby is not synchronised with the weft pattern.

Emergency
2500
Encoder error

2500 - Encoder error. Check the encoder.

Emergency
2501
Encoder error

2501 - Encoder error. Check the encoder.

Emergency
2502
Encoder error

2502 - Encoder error. Check the encoder.

Error
3000
Error overflow

3000 - To many errors from the loom.

Error
3001
Error overflow

3001 - To many errors from the loom.

Emergency
3500
System error

3500 - Hardware error on the W2C System board. Report to service.

Error
4000
Data checksum

4000 - Data checksum error. This error is normal at software release
change. In other cases check batteries.

Emergency
4500
Start sequence

4500 - Error on start sequence. Start before Arrange.

Error
4501
W2C power failure

4501 - Power failure (the loom was not running).

Error
4502
Bobbin breakage 1

4502 - Bobbin breakage from feeder 1.

Error
4503
Bobbin breakage 2

4503 - Bobbin breakage from feeder 2.

Error
4504
Running W2C off

4504 - Power failure while loom running. Check pattern phase.

Emergency
5000
Watch dog

5000 - Watch-dog error. Report to service.

Emergency
6000
Shortcircuit

6000 - Short circuit on Grippers or Solenoid/Rotary valves.
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Error message:

Error code:

Description:

Emergency
6500
Invalid grip 1

6500 - Device check failure: Current flow on Gripper 1 does not match with
GRIPPER setting (pic.036). Change Gripper and/or verify settings.

Emergency
6501
Invalid grip 2

6501 - Device check failure: Current flow on Gripper 2 does not match with
GRIPPER setting (pic.036). Change Gripper and/or verify settings.

Emergency
6502
Invalid elv 1

6502 - Device check failure: Current flow on Water Selector 1 does not
match with WATER SEL setting (pic.036). Change Water Selector
and/or verify settings.
6503 - Device check failure: Current flow on Water Selector 2 does not
match with WATER SEL setting (pic.036). Change Water Selector
and/or verify settings.
6504 - Device check failure: Current flow on Water Selector 3 does not
match with WATER SEL setting (pic.036). Change Water Selector
and/or verify settings.
6505 - Device check failure: Current flow on Water Selector 4 does not
match with WATER SEL setting (pic.036). Change Water Selector
and/or verify settings.

Emergency
6503
Invalid elv 2
Emergency
6504
Invalid elv 3
Emergency
6505
Invalid elv 4
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APPENDIX B: Spooler body length combination table
Some weft lengths can be woven by using different combinations between Spool Body diameters and coils
to be released. It is strongly recommended to make the Feeder operating with the Spool Body set to the
wider diameter and releasing the minimum number of coils.

N? of
coils

Reference letter
B
C

A

D

E

Reed width [cm]

02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

68?
96?
128?
171?
206?
241?
275?
310?
344?
378?
413?

72
08
44
80
16
52
88
24
59
96
32

73?
109?
145?
181?
217?
253?
289?
325?
360?
397?
433?

75
12
50
87
25
62
00
37
74
12
50

76?
113?
151?
188?
226?
263?
301?
338?
375?
413?
451?
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78
18
57
96
35
74
14
53
92
31
70

79?
119?
158?
197?
236?
275?
315?
354?
393?
432?
471?

82
23
64
05
46
87
28
69
10
51
92

83?
124?
165?
206?
247?
288?
329?
370?
411?
452?
493?

85
27
70
12
55
97
40
82
25
67
01

APPENDIX C: MAIN MENU

(Splash picture)
ROJ HTC
0.03.10

(Allarm messages)

(Loom stopped)

W2C
Enc degrees

0•

(Loom running)

W2C
Loom speed

650

Emerg Act
3008
Emergency switch

(Pic-001)

Language

Emerg Stp
3009
Emergency switch

ENG

(Pic-002)
Select language:
F1 - English
F2 - Chinese

Error
1
Loom brake off

APPENDIX D: SPECIAL FUNCTION LINKS

Feeders Menu

(to Pic-004)

Pattern Menu

(to Pic-049)

Settings Menu

Data Menu

(to Pic-013)

(to Pic-040)

For reference on parameter description see page: 6
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APPENDIX D: FEEDERS MENU
(back to
Pic-001)

Feeder Setup
Feed1
Feed2

(Pic-004)

Length

340 08E

Length

! ’

(Pic-005)

Rotation
Sensibility

340 08E

! ’

(Pic-005)

Z
Low

Rotation
Sensibility

(Pic-006)

Weft storage
Yarn break

(Pic-006)

40
Off

Weft storage
Yarn break

(Pic-007)

Feeler in
Off
Feeler window 60%

(Pic-008)

(Pic-008)

Low
On

Acceleration
Double coil

(Pic-009)

Max speed
7200
Brake step 1 Off

(Pic-010)

(Pic-010)

4
Off

Brake time
Pull back

(Pic-011)

*

Pulsar type

0

Low
On

(Pic-009)

Max speed
7200
Brake step 1 Off

Brake time
Pull back

40
Off

(Pic-007)

Feeler in
Off
Feeler window 60%

Acceleration
Double coil

Z
Low

4
Off

(Pic-011)

*

Pulsar type

(Pic-012)

0

(Pic-012)

Notes:
All
keys return to pic 004
unless other ways specified.
The
key is for starting
edit mode.
The
keys are for
selecting next/prev. edit
objects.
In edit mode the
keys
scroll options or character
lists.
(*) these parameters are not
available on old feeders and
will not be shown.

For reference on parameter description see page: 8 - 10
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APPENDIX E: W2C - SETTINGS MENU

(back to Pic-001)
Settings
Setup

(more functions)

(more functions)

}

(Pic-013)

Loom speed:

600
On

Out 2
200? Off 250•

(Pic-015)

Feeder 1
On
95°

(Pic-022)

On

Out 3
200? Off 250•

(Pic-016)

Feeder 2
On
95°

(Pic-023)

On

Str
0? Off 200•

(Pic-017)

Gripper 1st pick
On 100°

(Pic-024)

Feed 1 delay
On
60

(Pic-018)

Gripper 1
On 100? Off 300•

(Pic-025)

Feed 2 delay
On
60

(Pic-019)

Gripper 2
On 100? Off 300•

(Pic-026)

Ext water sel
On 280°

(Pic-020)

On

Out 1
200? Off 250•

(Pic-027)

Empty pick

On

(Pic-055)

(Pic-021)

Notes:
All
keys return to pic 013 unless
other ways specified.
The
key is for starting edit mode.
The
keys are for selecting
next/prev. edit objects.
In edit mode the
keys scroll
options or character lists.
For reference on parameter description see page: 11 - 12
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(back to Pic-001)

(back to Pic-001)
(more functions)

Settings
Setup

Settings
Test Conf
Adm }
}

}

(Pic-013)

(more functions)

(Pic-014)
(Admin. menu
only for service)

(See SETUP menu)

(See Admin. menu)
(back to Pic-014)
Test
Feed1 Feed2

W2C

(Pic-028)

Test pin
On

1
Off

Test pin
On

5 Hz
Off

(Pic-030)

Test motor
On

5 Hz
Off

(Pic-030)

Sens dirty lev
Coils 0
Feel 1

Sens dirty lev
Coils 0
Feel 1

(Pic-031)

Gripper 1
On

(Pic-029)

(Pic-029)

Test motor
On

2
Off

(Pic-031)

Notes:
All
keys return to pic 028 unless other ways specified.
The
key is for starting edit mode.
The
keys are for selecting next/prev. edit objects.
In edit mode the
keys scroll options or character lists.

For reference on parameter description see page: 13
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Off

(Pic-032)

Gripper 2
On

Off

(Pic-033)

Water selector
On
Off

(Pic-034)

(back to Pic-001)

(back to Pic-001)
(more functions)

Settings
Setup

(more functions)

(See SETUP menu)

Settings
Test Conf
Adm }

}

(Pic-014)

(Pic-013)

(Admin. menu
only for service)

(See Test menu)

(back to Pic-014)
Config

locked

(Pic-035)

Gripper
F&N
Water sel Rot-F&N

(Pic-036)

Pumps
Dobby

2
Eln

(Pic-037)

Out 1
Out 2

Pnp
Pnp

(Pic-038)

Out 3
Encoder dir

Pnp
0

(Pic-039)

Check dev

On

(Pic-056)

Notes:
keys return to pic 035 unless other ways specified.
All
The
key is for starting edit mode.
The
keys are for selecting next/prev. edit objects.
In edit mode the
keys scroll options or character lists.
For reference on parameter description see page: 14 - 15
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APPENDIX F: DATA MENU

(back to Pic-001)

W2C

Data
Ins SwVer

(Pic-040)

Status:
Running
Loom speed
650

Weft 1
Weft 2

0•
0•

Feeder 1
Feeder 2

(Pic-047)

(Pic-044)

Status:
Stopped
Enc degrees
0•

2.50
2.50

(Pic-042)
C1
1-6
Pattern:
Pick num

90? 40? 40•
40? 40? 40•

W2C

(Pic-045)

234
1

(Pic-043)
C2
7-12
Last insertion

90? 40? 40•
40? 40? 40•

1

(Pic-046)

(Pic-057)

Notes:
keys return to pic 040 or
All
041, unless other ways specified.
The
key is for starting edit mode.
The
keys are for selecting
next/prev. edit objects.
keys scroll
In edit mode the
options or character lists.

For reference on parameter description see page: 16 - 17
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0.00.07

(Pic-048)

APPENDIX G: PROGRAM SETTINGS MENU
Scrolling the
Pattern directory
(
keys).

(back to Pic-001)

(Pic-049)
(more functions)
Pattern
New
Edit

(Pic-049)

123
Run}

Editing a
NEW pattern
(
key).

Pattern
New Edit

Editing an
existing pattern
(
key).

(Pic-049)
Pattern
444
Pattern
288
Pattern
3003
Pattern
TR2A
Ç
È
Ok
Pattern
TEST
Pattern
TEST2
New Edit Run}

input new
pattern name

Pattern
Ok

321
Run}

(back to Pic-049)
(Pic-051)
No
Quit Edit?
Yes

001 OUT 1 x 1 Out
Do
Next}

Yes
No

has pattern
been modified?

(Pic-052)

002 OUT 2 x 1 Out
Do
Next}

002 OUT 2 x 1
Del
Save}

(Pic-052)

003 END
Out Do

(Pic-053)

002 END
Del

Next}

Saving the
current Pattern
Save}

(Pic-052)

(Pic-053)

No
Scrolling the Pattern
instructions
(
).

Deleting the
current line

(back to Pic-049)

instruction
errors in
pattern?
Yes
Pattern Saved
Unexpected END

Notes:
keys return to Pic-049.
All
key is for starting edit
The
mode
The
keys are for
selecting next/prev. edit
objects.

For reference on parameter description see page: 18 - 20
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(back to Pic-001)

(more functions)

(back to Pic-001)

(more functions)

(Pic-050)
Pattern
New Edit

234
Run}

Pattern
New Edit

321
Run}

Dobby phase
Function
(
key).

(Pic-049)

(back to Pic-050)

(Pic-049)
Pattern
New Edit

Dobby Phase

Scrolling
the Pattern directory
(
).

234
Run}

10

(Pic-055)
(back to Pic-050)

(Pic-049)
Pattern
New Edit

Go Function
(
key).

321
Run}

Go to pick

Run Function
(
key).

Pattern ? 21•
assigned

Assignment
in progress

1

(Pic-054)

(Pic-049)
Pattern
234
Del
Go Dobby}

Scrolling
the Pattern directory
(
).

(Pic-049)
Pattern
444
Pattern
288
Pattern
[1]
Pattern
[2]
Ç
È
Ok
Pattern
[1/2]
Pattern
[EXT]
New Edit Run}

(Pic-049)
Pattern
Del
Go

321
Dobby}

Del Function
(
key).

Delete pattern?
Yes No

Confirm pattern deleting
or exit without deleting
Notes:
All
keys return to Pic-001 unless
other ways specified.
The
key is for starting edit mode
The
keys are for selecting
next/prev. edit objects
keys scroll
In edit mode the
options or character lists

(Pic-049)
Pattern
444
Pattern
288
Pattern
[1]
Pattern
[2]
Ç
È
Ok
Pattern
[1/2]
Pattern
[EXT]
Del
Go Dobby}

For reference on parameter description see page: 20 - 21
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